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andy smith
winemaker, viticulturist & partner

The 2020 vintage, alongside 2015, was the earliest harvest in our history. The entire season was two weeks earlier to begin 
and four weeks earlier to finish than 2019—pretty incredible! The fruit was completely mature at moderate sugar levels 
due to the remarkably small size of the grape berries themselves. Seasonal conditions—dry soils, widespread spring frost, 
and a warm sunny summer—really drove vine performance and wine style. Significantly, there was less fog in July than 
most summers yet no damaging heatwaves. All vineyards were harvested between August 16th and September 12th.  

For Pinot Noir specifically, it’s particularly rare to find fruit with such loose clusters and small berries holding such intensity 
and concentration of aroma and flavor. When the bunches are this loose, the gentle morning sunlight can penetrate inside 
the cluster directly to the stem and aid ripening. And this was really the key to success for the vintage—early, uniform 
ripeness by mid-August. The entire Pinot crop from all vineyards was harvested in a compact and hectic eight-day period 
between August 16th and 24th.  

The resulting Pinots are a vivid translation of the vines themselves—poised, perfectly transparent aromas and flavors, 
clean, and precise with a purity and freshness that’s unique. They include 100% free-run wine only—the wine that flows 
by gravity alone from the skins at the end of fermentation and no heavier press wine that dilutes this purity. There’s lovely 
harmony to the wines—deep fruit, supple tannin, and lingering acidity that extends the arc of flavor. These are beautiful 
wines that we adore and are extremely proud of. 

The Chardonnay wines are powerfully concentrated—a product of thick skins and the slow pressing of juice to extract 
all the richness of the vines. It’s one of my favorite white wine vintages in recent memory and the wines can age for a 
decade-plus in bottle. They’re full of oily citrus intensity and cascading texture with a fine line of racy balancing acidity.  

Largely against the prevailing industry zeitgeist, we consider 2020 a great success for DuMOL on an individual basis, and 
you can have confidence that we stand 100% behind the wines we are offering now and throughout this coming year. Yields 
were way down, so there is far less wine to share, but quality is extremely high and there is much to enjoy from the vintage. 

reflections on our 2020 vintage

marc guerguy
director of sales
marc@dumol.com | 925.788.2473

With over two decades of farming and crafting wines of depth 
and elegance, we are proud to introduce the 2020 vintage of 
our appellation blends and vineyard designate wines. 

Thank you for playing a key role in bringing our portfolio to 
market. We are grateful for your partnership, drive and passion 
for exceptional wines. 

mariette bolitiski
east coast regional sales manager
mariette@dumol.com | 614.406.5252

michele martindale
western regional sales manager
michele@dumol.com | 415.218.3326

chloé lefler
mountain regional sales manager
chloe@dumol.com | 510.847.6911
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wester reach:  
our multi-vineyard super cuvées

Scan for
Wester Reach  

trade tools.

Our Wester Reach wines are grown in the extreme southwestern part of the Russian 
River Valley where we have specialized for over two decades. Approaching farming 
and winemaking as a seamless continuum, we select fruit from a spectrum of our most 
distinctive vineyards. Careful blending of complementary sites results in a wine that is 
complete and complex, ready to drink on release. These wines are the perfect introduction 
to the DuMOL portfolio.



Vineyard & Winemaking Details Vineyard & Winemaking Details

Impressions Impressions

2020 wester reach chardonnay

The Chardonnay wines from 2020 rank alongside 2013, 2015, and 2017 as the finest 
in recent years. They show impressive intensity alongside obvious natural density as a 
result of the tiny crop the vines produced in this early, dry season. Our new vintage 
of Wester Reach shows this character most clearly in its beautiful deep flavor and 
broad, layered texture.

True to the wine’s name, this four-vineyard blend is anchored in the central part 
of the Russian River Valley before “reaching out” west toward the higher elevation 
coastal Green Valley ridges. Flax Estate provides the core of the wine—deep stone 
fruits and chewy texture. The stony volcanic soil of El Diablo brings breadth and 
layers of tangerine to the wine. “Out west” we find saline coastal characters from 
both Bressay Estate and Jentoft—piercing intensity, citrus oils, and vibrant acidity 
to balance the richness of the valley wines. All the best elements of classic Russian 
River Chardonnay are present here.

The wine from start to long finish is packed full of lemon, lime, and tangerine fruits. 
The aromas and flavors are piercing in their intensity and volume, and the wine has 
great lines and vibrancy. There are complex elements of wild sage, fresh mint, and 
white flowers that add intrigue beyond simple fruit alone. The core of the wine is deep, 
oily, and resonant with a rich layered texture and obvious concentration. Candied 
ginger, toasted hazelnut and orange oil notes complete the profile.

This wine shows impressive intensity alongside obvious natural density as a result of the tiny crop the vines 
produced in this early, dry season. 

russian river valley
48% flax estate, 20% bressay estate, 20% el diablo &  
12% dutton-jentoft
mt eden & old wente
6–14 years
august 17–september 8 
barrel fermented and aged 11 months in 25% new 
french oak followed by three months settling in tank. 
complete malolactic fermentation. 
14.1%
1,450 cases of 750ml

appellation
vineyard

clone
vine age

harvest dates
barrel aging

alcohol
production

4 5

2020 wester reach pinot noir

Our 2020 Pinot Noir wines remind me most closely of one of my favorite recent 
vintages: 2015. These two seasons produced small crops that ripened early at moderate 
sugar levels but with full vine and grape maturity—all the ingredients for intensity, 
complexity, and longevity in bottle. Our new Wester Reach bottling is a beautifully 
balanced and highly perfumed classic Russian River Pinot Noir—quintessential 
DuMOL. 

Our collection of Estate vineyards—our finest sources—dominate this five-vineyard 
blend. Flax overlooking the river on Westside Road is red fruited, structured, and 
full-bodied. A trio of Green Valley sites build the core of the wine. DuMOL Estate 
offers ripe black cherry fruits and woodsy complexity; MacIntyre is bright, floral, 
and tangy with purple fruit purity; Dutton layers-in broad soft texture and generous 
breadth. Our longtime Occidental Road vineyard, further east, deepens the wine 
with truffley sweetness and concentrated creamy red fruits.  

The aromas are full of vitality: bright, intense, and pure: red and black cherry, and 
fresh raspberry, with tangy orange zest lift. There’s a sappy, freshly picked character 
to the wine’s fruit center—wild berries, spiced plum, and underbrushy sweetness. 
The wine deepens and expands across the palate as its layers unfold then changes 
course becoming sleek and mineral with a fine line of focused acidity and gravelly 
tannin. There's a lovely echo of deep fruit on the finish. This is a wine that you can 
enjoy on release, but it also offers the potential for a decade of positive aging in bottle. 

Our collection of Estate vineyards—our finest sources—dominate this five-vineyard blend.

russian river valley
26% flax estate, 20% dumol estate, 20% macintyre  
estate, 18% occidental road, 16% dutton ranch
calera, swan, pommard & dijon
6-24 years
august 17–24
aged 12 months in 25% new french oak barrels fol-
lowed by three months settling in tank
13.8%
3,700 cases of 750ml

appellation
vineyard

clone
vine age

harvest dates
barrel aging

alcohol
production
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2O 2O  charles heintz vineyard isobel chardonnay

Our 2020 Isobel Chardonnay—named for my daughter—from Charles Heintz 
Vineyard, is another classic showing from this unique, foggy, high elevation coastal 
vineyard—one of the great names in Californian Chardonnay. It’s a rich, full-bodied 
vintage, similar in style to 2017—another low crop/early harvest year. The wine is 
quite dense and tightly packed so needs some time to relax and unwind in bottle. It 
has a huge amount of rich, oily, mineral-stone character and will show its full range 
of flavors after summer 2022. It promises to age positively in bottle for a decade-plus, 
such is its inherent concentration. This is our twentieth vintage working with these 
same vines, and the quality on offer here is worthy of that anniversary. 

Great aromatic range: lemon zest, citrus blossom, white flowers, and brioche. Fresh 
green herb and botanical notes emerge with an intriguing, sweet hay character. 
Similar flavors flow with classic Heintz Vineyard signatures of tangy lime juice, rich 
lemon oil, and toasted hazelnut. The texture is full of beeswax and honey with some 
miso complexity. The mineral acidity comes in waves—taut, electric, and vibrant. 
The wine finishes with candied ginger richness and stony length. Drink between 
late 2022 and 2031. 

When we look back to all the great wines we’ve made from Heintz, this vintage deserves a place in the 
finest-ever conversation. 

sonoma coast
100% charles heintz vineyard
#4
38 years
september 12
barrel fermented and aged 11 months in 33% new 
french oak from atelier centre france followed by 
four months settling in tank.
14.1%
540 cases of 750ml

appellation
vineyard

clone
vine age

harvest dates
barrel aging

alcohol
production

6 7
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2020 chloe chardonnay

Traditionally the richest Chardonnay each vintage, our Chloe bottling is grown on 
clay soils in the warmer central district of the Russian River Valley, inland from the 
coastal vineyards. Distinct from our other Sonoma Chardonnays, there’s no sand 
to be found in these soils, so this wine is layered, textural, and deeply flavored and 
leads with volume and generosity out front. Which is not to downplay its vibrancy 
or freshness, as it balances all this vineyard-derived richness with prominent poised 
acidity. For lovers of Californian fruit and layered opulence, this is the wine for you. 
The wine can be enjoyed on release and aged for up to eight years. Serve at 55°F and 
decant for an hour ahead of time if possible.

Complex aromatics combine Asian pear, chamomile, and clove with peach skin and 
floral notes. There’s an edge of spicy pepper and flint. The wine’s deep core is driven 
by white peach and nectarine flavors—ebullient, ripe, and concentrated. As the wine 
grows in the glass honeyed citrus flavors come forth. The texture is oily, deep, and 
broad, then cut with vibrant lilting acidity. A wine of balance and harmony despite 
its considerable richness.

Our richest Chardonnay, Chloe is grown on clay soils in the warmer central district of the Russian River 
Valley, slightly inland from the coastal vineyards.

russian river valley
60% el diablo and 40% lorenzo vineyard 
montrachet & old wente 
12–46 years
august 25 & september 5
barrel fermented and aged 11 months in 35% new 
french oak from tonnellerie damy followed  
by six months settling in tank. 
14.1% 
1,025 cases of 750ml & 25 cases of magnums

appellation
vineyard

clone
vine age

harvest dates
barrel aging

alcohol
production
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2020 dumol estate vineyard chardonnay

Our finest Chardonnay from the 2020 vintage and one of the greatest chardonnays 
we’ve ever bottled, the 2020 Estate typifies the style of the vintage—density and 
concentration with high acidity and driving energy. It’s a wine that can age and 
develop even greater complexity in bottle for at least a decade. What I love about 
the wine is the harmony and interplay between floral, herbal and fruit characters 
both aromatically and on the palate. The low yields of the season drive the deep, 
rich structure so the wine is textural and chewy with fruit extract. The high natural 
acidity picks up the wine and cuts through all this density, so the flavors echo long 
and clear. Magical wine.

Intensely fragrant aromas of nectarine, apricot, and citrus with lily, sage, and sweet 
thyme. Lime and lemongrass flavors drive the palate with immediate vibrant zesty 
acidity. The wine’s texture is deep and enveloping but there’s tremendous energy and 
lift to the finish. Drink between 2022 and 2032 and serve at 58°F. 

Our finest Chardonnay from the 2020 vintage and one of the greatest chardonnays we’ve ever bottled, 
with density and concentration, high acidity and driving energy.

sonoma coast
100% dumol kearney estate vineyard
mount eden & hyde wente
16 years
september 3
barrel fermented and aged 11 months in 33% new 
french oak from atelier centre france followed  
by six months settling in tank
14.1% 
700 cases of 750ml & 20 cases of magnums

appellation
vineyard

clone
vine age

harvest dates
barrel aging

alcohol
production

10 11

2020 dumol estate vineyard pinot noir

This is a beautifully pure, supple, and characterful expression of our flagship Estate 
vineyard that immediately reminds me of the classic 2015 bottling, a wine that remains 
youthful, perfumed, and refined. These two low-yielding, early-harvest vintages 
share much in common so I expect this 2020 will have a long aging curve—twelve 
to fifteen years in a cool cellar should be no problem.

I particularly enjoy the transformation of the wine as it sits in the glass. Fresh, fruity, 
and bright at the outset, with air it deepens and darkens considerably to reveal a 
wonderful depth of flavor and its true pedigree. The wine’s prominent vineyard 
signature or “sense of place” is its core driving feature, and this character is both 
clearly defined and focused in the wine’s flavor and structure. It shows real authority 
and great authenticity.

Aromatically layered and complex with fresh raspberry and red cherry fruits, then 
rose petal and thyme, and an underlying mossy, woodsy edge. The wine’s fruit is 
initially crunchy and crisp before turning darker to sleek and succulent cassis and 
black cherry. As the wine expands, it grows in volume and mineral focus then finishes 
long, persistent, and penetrating, with great clarity of flavor and spicy intensity. Drink 
between mid-2023 and 2035. Serve at 60°F.

This wine’s prominent vineyard signature is its core driving feature, and this character is both clearly 
defined and focused in the wine’s flavor and structure.

russian river valley
100% dumol estate vineyard
calera and swan 
16 years
august 20–22
15 months in 30% new french oak from tonnelleries 
chassin and mercurey
14.1% 
720 cases of 750ml, 30 cases of magnums, & 24 bottles of 
3l

appellation
vineyard

clone
vine age

harvest dates
barrel aging

alcohol
production
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2020 dutton-jentoft vineyard ryan pinot noir

From the steep hillside sandstone soils of the coastal southwestern Russian River 
area, our new vintage of Ryan is the most aromatic, ethereal, and mineral Pinot 
Noir of the vintage. If you favor bright aromatics and tangy fruit intensity, this is 
one wine to focus upon. The vines in this isolated, forested location steadily draw in 
their environment throughout the season then express it fully in the nuances and 
details of the wine—pine needle and redwood complexity, herbal lift, mineral cut, 
and breezy freshness. It’s quite a savory sappy wine and needs some time in the glass 
to fully express its focused cool-climate character. You could gently decant it for an 
hour ahead of serving if desired. There’s some lingering barrel influence in the wine’s 
aromas, so a little extra aeration will only be of benefit. 

Deeply aromatic coastal Pinot Noir full of complex dark aromas of Asian spice, soy, 
and bouillon. It brightens with air to reveal hibiscus, lilac, and orange zest freshness. 
Beautifully sleek red and black fruit flavors that are penetrating and tangy. Lacy texture 
and silky featherweight tannins with lively natural acidity. Long mineral-flecked 
finish with mint, tobacco, and apple skin edges. Serve at 60°F.

From the steep hillside sandstone soils of the coastal Russian River area, this is the most aromatic, ethereal, 
and mineral Pinot Noir of the vintage.

russian river valley
100% dutton-jentoft vineyard
calera & swan 
13 years
august 20
15 months in 30% new french oak from tonnellerie 
chassin
13.5% 
800 cases of 750ml & 24 cases of magnums

appellation
vineyard

clone
vine age

harvest dates
barrel aging

alcohol
production

Vineyard & Winemaking Details
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2020 wild mountainside syrah

Our new release of Wild Mountainside Syrah is all about fruit purity—it cascades, 
expands, envelops, centers, and dominates every aspect of the wine. In the vineyard, a 
series of warm days immediately prior to picking brought a flush of uniform ripeness 
to the grapes and this is directly translated into the wine’s fruit profile. The vines 
produced a moderate crop of small berries filled with wild fruit density and floral, 
peppery, cool-climate aromatics.

Lovely intensity and drive to the aromas of wild blackberry and boysenberry alongside 
floral and dried herb complexity. Notes of lavender and pine needle add intrigue. 
The palate is immediately fruit-driven—crunchy, layered, and deep with brambly 
intensity and white pepper lift. The wine expands to a plush, velvety mid-palate 
with supple texture and gravelly mineral tannins. Rising blue fruits appear toward 
the finish, which is plush and seamless, gaining in elegance over time. I recommend 
drinking on the young side to experience the wine’s glorious youthful exuberance, 
between late-2022 and 2026. 

Our new release of this bottling is all about fruit purity—it cascades, expands, envelops, centers, and 
dominates every aspect of the wine.

russian river valley
100% hoppe-kelly vineyard
alban & syrah noir
7 years
september 12 
15 months in once-used french oak hogsheads
14.3%
295 cases of 750ml

appellation
vineyard

clone
vine age

harvest dates
barrel aging

alcohol
production
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andy smith
winemaker, viticulturist & partner

During the 2019 harvest, the wines became more impressive as the picking 
progressed, so it makes sense that the later varieties, Cabernet especially, are 
the finest wines of the vintage (in 2020 it’s the opposite—that's farming!). This 
is not to diminish the Chardonnay and Pinot Noir which I’m sure you’ve been 
enjoying already and are proving to be absolutely delicious. But certainly, the 
powerhouses of the vintage are these late-release Cabernets we’re offering now. 

It’s rare to encounter back-to-back remarkable vintages in these days of drought 
and wildfires, and I have to think back to 2001/2002 as the finest previous pair 
for Cabernet—but 2018/2019 definitely edges it slightly. Whereas the 2018s 
on release were taut, upright wines full of steely reserve and future potential, 
our new 2019 Cabernet wines are plush, forward, and enveloping. They carry 
a confident, welcoming smile on their faces—they’re delicious and they know 
it. The purity of Northern Californian richness they offer is remarkable. And 
yet it could so easily have been excessive, but by harvesting as soon as the fruit 
was perfectly ripe (not later!), we retained the liveliness needed to bring focus 
and balance to all this deep richness. You’ll find this deft balance in all the 
Cabernets in this offering. They’re magical wines.

reflections on our 2019 vintage

2019 montecillo vineyard cabernet sauvignon

In 2019 the fruit from this venerable old vineyard, planted at 1,700 feet elevation 
atop Moon Mountain, was near perfect. It’s unusual and remarkable to replicate the 
once-in-a-decade quality of 2018 in a successive season, but as the fruit hung on the 
vine in the final few days leading up to harvest, it became clear that, while different 
in style, world class quality was there for the taking once again. 

In the winery, this was a case of “nothing added, nothing taken away.” A classical, 
elegant native yeast fermentation lasting 21 days, combining the “free-run” new wine 
with the powerful “hearts-cut" of its pressings, then into barrel for 20 undisturbed 
months. When the fruit is this good, less is definitely more.

The wine itself is drenched in those typical red-mineral vapors that seem to rise 
out of the dark volcanic soil and create this site's signature. There’s greater succu-
lence than 2018, less tannin but more texture and acidity, which will provide aging 
potential of 15+ years.

Opaque, inky purple-black color. Combines floral violets with plum and cassis fruits 
then cedar and bay leaf savory complexity, crushed stone and tobacco accents. The 
palate is silky, long, and seamless, broad and mouth filling with cascading texture 
and deep intensity. Black cherry and blackcurrant fruit give way to graphite, dusty 
cocoa and red minerals on the persistent finish. Decant if possible and drink between 
late-2021 and 2035.

This vintage produced near perfect fruit from this venerable old vineyard, planted at 1,700 feet elevation 
atop Moon Mountain.

moon mountain district
montecillo vineyard
old vine heritage selection
55 years
october 5
20 months in 55% new french oak barrels from 
tonnellerie remond
14.5%
245 cases of 750ml, 6 cases of 1.5l magnums & 4 bottles 
of 3l

appellation
vineyard

clone
vine age

harvest dates
barrel aging

alcohol
production
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2019 napa valley cabernet sauvignon

During the 2019 harvest, grape quality became more impressive as the picking 
progressed, so it makes sense that the later varieties, Cabernet especially, are the 
finest wines of the vintage. We believe that 2019 will be regarded as among the finest 
four or five Cabernet vintages so far this century, as the wines contain everything 
that makes Napa Cabernet so remarkable—deep fruit richness of astonishing purity, 
layered enveloping texture and broad yet supple tannins.

Richness and concentration were easy to come by in 2019, and it could so easily 
have been excessive, but by harvesting as soon as the fruit was perfectly ripe (not 
later!), we retained the liveliness needed to bring focus and balance to all this broad 
generosity. You’ll find a deft balance between the various fruit, savory, textural, and 
structural elements in this new release, which combines three organically farmed 
vineyards located in Coombsville, Spring Mountain and Oakville.

Great aromatic complexity: sweet tobacco, bay laurel and lilac, alongside dark blue 
and black fruits of gorgeous purity. The wine is broad across the palate with wave 
upon wave of cassis, blackberry and black cherry fruit. There’s great density and 
obvious power to the wine, and savory notes of Kalamata, licorice and anise add 
deeper complexity. Tannins are sleek, gravelly, and youthful and will allow the wine 
to age in bottle for twenty years if desired.

We believe that 2019 will be regarded as among the finest four or five Cabernet vintages so far this century, 
with astonishing purity and broad yet supple tannins.  

napa valley
48% meteor, 28% ballard & 24% tdk vineyards 
4, 7 & 337
6–20 years
october 4–14 
aged 20 months in 50% new french oak barrels  
14.5%
625 cases of 750ml

appellation
vineyard

clone
vine age

harvest dates
barrel aging

alcohol
production
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With the release of the 2020 vintage, DuMOL celebrates 

twenty-five seasons of winegrowing and producing 

renowned, age-worthy Pinot Noir and Chardonnay. 

Our longtime team remains dedicated to farming our 

world-class vineyards in the Russian River Valley and 

Sonoma Coast with a sensitive touch, and we are deeply 

appreciative of the personal connections forged with you 

over this time.  

Scan for
trade tools.



d u m o l . c o md u m o l . c o m

“Their chardonnays and pinots were at the same quality 
level as the best grand crus of Burgundy, yet they had a 

unique character to their respective places...”
—james suckling, april 2022


